A method for computer input with human eyes only using blink detection based on Gabor filter is proposed. In order to detect eye blinking, we utilize top and bottom of eye arcs. Distance between top and bottom of these arcs is equal with percentage of open-closed eye. If this distance is maximum, it sign that eye is open 100%. Otherwise, if this distance is close to zero, it means that eye is open 0% (or eye closed).
1.Introduction
Gabor filters are directly related to Gabor wavelets, since they can be designed for number of dilations and rotations. 
Proposed method
Two-dimensional Gabor functions were proposed by To visualize a Gabor function select the option "Gabor function" under "Output image". The Gabor function for the specified values of the parameters "wavelength", "orientation", "phase offset", "aspect ratio", and "bandwidth" will be In order to detect eye arcs, we utilize Gor filter. Ime from video sequence which contain eye is calibrated first.
When initialization is occurs, using OpenCV 1 function, eye locations and eye templates are obtained. These values will be used for eye detection using template matching method. This method can make the system accelerated. After eye image is obtained, next step is converting this image into Gabor image.
By using Gabor filter, it is able to remove all unused part except eye arch. So, the result is image which two arc in top and bottom. Image analysis process is shown in Fig 1 . 
95.3%, (5) 96%, and (6) 94.2% so that it is concluded the proposed blink detection method is superior to the other in terms of detecting accuracy. Although (2) does not work in a real time basis, the proposed method does work in a real time basis.
